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ABSTRACT
Rhythmic Proportions is a story about shifting the balance between logical structures and artistic
freedoms. Manifested through paintings and found objects from a piano, my thesis negotiates a
series of missions through an evolution of creative methodology in the interest of discovering
new potentials. Propelled by the ideas of Mark Rothko, Michel Foucault and Immanuel Kant, I
connect cognitive philosophies with my most forceful visual influences: the ancient works of
Islamic architecture and the contemporary works of video artist Hiraki Sawa, painter Gopal
Chowdhury, and sculptor Diana Al-Hadid.
As my methods evolve, a more organic style gains momentum, however a residual synthetic
agency remains captured in each physical work. The same agency structures this expression of
words as I demonstrate my entire creative process reformulated through written conventions. As
a result, this document is interchangeable with the methods and substance of the physical works
that make up my thesis.
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INTRODUCTION
There is a cheerfulness of logical optimism where the Socratic figure believes that the world is a
thing that can be known. I do not know what the purpose of existence is, but still I have faith in
that search. Just the same, I do not pretend to know the meaning of my work as it manifests. My
thesis work is a leap of faith into the unknown.
My thesis is built from ideas, paint, and found objects excavated from a piano passed down to
me through four generations. Each work individually pursues an evolving understanding of my
logical processes and my artistic freedoms. Collectively, they are a series of missions to expound
illusion, to unravel color, to traverse dimensions, and to travel time.
As each mission unfolds, my pursuit reveals an obsessive concern with the influence of
knowledge, particularly in the rhythms of structure and in the free rein of the unknown. The
extent of such influences becomes available to me only after I have completed a piece and tends
to shift as different works interact. For this reason, my thesis is often difficult for me to talk
about. However, each work is an exploration that begins as a leap into the unknown with the
intention of ending amidst the spark of a new beginning.

***
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MISSION I: REPRESENTATION
The beauty of the picture is dependent on the beauty of what it represents…The point of reference here,
then, is outside of the picture itself. The tactile plasticist, however, wants the picture in itself to be
beautiful.
–Mark Rothko1

Immanual Kant claims that we necessarily represent the world to ourselves through structured
cognition and therefore we can never logically get outside of the confines of our own suggestive
consciousness.2 Because experience is set off by cognition, everything is limited to the terms
defined by knowledge. Attempting to understand and fiddle with this elusive parameter marks
the onset of my thesis.

FIGURE 1. Ivory Novel Keys, 2010, gold leaf, oil on canvas, 40.64 x 119.38 cm (16 x 47in.), private collection,
copyright of artist

Anticipating creativity to be the stress point of Kant’s framework, I wanted to show that
knowledge and creativity may exist reciprocally. Ivory Novel Keys juxtaposes the idea of
knowledge, symbolized by books, with the idea of creativity, symbolized by the piano. The
analytical pattern of knowledge symbolically moves in harmony with the unpredictable rhythms
of creative play. Simultaneously, the image shows creativity to be catalogued as knowledge.
Ivory Novel Keys expresses a complimentary engagement of these two notions.
1

Mark Rothko, The Artist’s Reality: Philosophies of Art, ed. Christopher Rothko (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 2004), 66.
2
Immanual Kant, “Critique of Judgment,” in Art and Its Significance, ed. Stephen David Ross (Albany: SUNY
Press, 1994), 104.
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Michel Foucault asserts that we are not aware of knowledge’s authoritarian control and yet we
consent to it.3 I employed this allure in Ivory Novel Keys with representational illusion, evoking
the viewer’s own encounters with books and piano keys. However, only later did I have access to
the veracity of Foucault’s assertion. I realized that everything about Ivory Novel Keys embodies a
secret consent to knowledge despite striving for the equilibrium of knowledge and creativity.
This revelation occurred as I looked back at the process of Ivory Novel Keys. I first explored the
idea through endless sketches. Once translated onto canvas, my drawing became a vertical
painting that was off balance and imperceptible. Problem solving led me to create a live model of
my painting by altering the bindings of encyclopedias into the figures of piano keys. Seeing the
union in real life revealed the implications that the format had on the dynamics of the
juxtaposition. A visual compromise between the symbolic strength of both references was
achieved by bedazzling the books with gilded pages and by casting the keys in an animated
composition. The books’ golden pages reflect in the surfaces of the black keys as knowledge
encroaches creativity. The vivacious piano disturbs the soundless arrangement of books as
creativity exploits knowledge. Because Ivory Novel Keys is itself a painting, creativity nearly
presides. Nonetheless, cognition had already hijacked my creative process with technical
evaluation and systematic problem solving.

FIGURE 2. Ivory Novel Keys (detail)
3

Michel Foucault, This Is Not A Pipe, trans. James Harkness (Los Angeles: University of California Press, 2008),
38.
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Logical dominance is also revealed in the way that Ivory Novel Keys is perceived. Any viewer
that has encountered the objects that are referenced can relate to the image. As a result, the image
evokes a cognitive expedition that carelessly disregards the actual creativity of painting. Ivory
Novel Keys shows the consequence of Kant’s rational system: that we may only know something
by its representation.4
In the face of this idea, I protested that it was a feeling that I associate with my particular piano,
not its representation, that inspired me to use the piano in painting. Kant allows that there could
be something indeed un-representable residing outside of knowledge, but he doesn’t allow that
we will ever have access to it. According to his theory, outside of representation there is
nothing.5
Foucault establishes this perceptible nothing in the work of René Magritte.6 His paintings point
to the un-representable by calling attention to the hegemony of knowledge over that which we
see. Magritte also demonstrates the self-contradicting fallacy of this cognitive system through the
use of obvious images that the viewer will involuntarily designate with a word in which to name
it. 7 Foucault uses The Treachery of Images (This is Not A Pipe) as a paradigm for his
supposition.

4

Kant, 98.
Ibid. 107.
6
Foucault, 49.
7
Ibid. 37-41.
5

4

FIGURE 3. René Magritte, The Treachery of Images (This is not a Pipe), 1929, oil on canvas,
60.33 x 81.12 cm (23.75 x 32 in.), Los Angeles, Los Angeles County Museum of Art,
ARTstor: mod5-091

Magritte has painted two obvious illusions that seem to be in direct conflict.8 The problem of
representation lies in that the truth of the painting can be simultaneously regarded as valid,
invalid, and neutral.9 Foucault indicates this as a systemic problem that damages reality by
making representation the neutral standard.10 Everything else then becomes substandard or less
real.
Appreciating representation in this way betrays the power of symbols. Despite my association
with the piano, I subsequently realized that I was using it in my work as a general symbol for
creative community and as a personal symbol for an important childhood authority. In a moment
of conflicting awareness, I understood that the keys of the piano had also seduced me through

8
Foucault explains that the top figure (with the name pipe) seems to dispute the graphic image of the text just below
it. Upon greater inspection, we realize that the cognitive dissonance is not entirely due to the apparent selfcontradiction. Neither of the images are indeed an actual pipe (it is a painting), meanwhile both images may or may
not even refer to the other. It is rational logic that forces the viewer to link the representation of a pipe with the
representation of text. Foucault, 19-20.
9
Ibid. 25-30.
10
Ibid. 47.
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their inherent symbology. My sensual response to the piano was likely instigated by its
ergonomic design for deliberate interaction with its easy-to-use interface. While the piano keys
in my paintings furnish my expression of sensation, they are first a powerful symbol for
human/object interface, reinforced again and again with every key.

***
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MISSION II: OBJECT
As I struggled with the cognitive implications of Ivory Novel Keys, my interest in materials
became as important to me as the illusion in my work. I set out to push my understanding of
painting in the way that I had pushed my understanding of representation. This naturally began
by exploring the function of painting while keeping in mind the influence of logic. I wanted to
accredit my paintings as the means for my illusions. My next mission was to highlight the
creativity of my painting as an object in itself.
Piano Wire marked the inversion of my entire process of painting from foreground to
background. I created preliminary sketches as usual, but I then painted the entire canvas first. I
used a paint roller to color the stretched surface, wrapping the paint around the sides in an
attempt to substantiate Piano Wire as an object. The resulting image suggests a chimera of depth,
but the material is unbound by potential resemblances and escapes into colorful marks of my
process.

FIGURE 4. Piano Wire, 2011, acrylic, oil on canvas, 25.4 x 91.44 cm (10 x 36in.), private collection, copyright of
artist

I then painted the subject matter over the background. To better fuse illusionistic representation
with the sensation of painting, I interrupted the expected function of a piano by painting piano
keys figuratively engaging as a community. Enhancing their detachment from reality, the keys
are held to the canvas by a line that they would normally strike and they bask in the light that
paint allows. The shadow of the line is the only conformity to the light source, whereas the
illogical shadow from the figures becomes an abstract shape appearing again as shadow. In the
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moments that the shape resembles a shadow, the illusion works to negate the potential
appearance of depth behind the keys.
My newfound concern for materials enabled me to discern tactility from texture. Hiraki Sawa
uses video art to create a striking tactile sensation. He interrupts domestic narratives with virtual
movement to achieve a spatial dynamic that bridges disparate places and divergent points in
time. 11 Customary notions of spatial arrangement become unfamiliar as the scale of
commonplace objects are manipulated. Familiar spaces suddenly seem foreign. Despite our
disoriented subjectivity, we still engage with the deliberate ambience of the format of film and
with the rich textures of the objects that he uses. By lending a sense of touch to the intangible,
Sawa’s work changed the way I thought about texture. I was able to incorporate this into the
painting qualities that describe the tactility of Piano Wire, assisting my overall intention to
establish the painting as an object.

FIGURE 5. Piano Wire (detail)

11

Katherine Wood, ed., Hiraki Sawa (United Kingdom: Published by firstsite on the occasion of the exhibition
Certain Places by Hiraki Sawa, 25 March – 6 May 2006).
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Just as Sawa disrupts depth perception by manipulating the scale of objects, Piano Wire also
does so by utilizing contradicting systems of representation. As a result, the piano subject matter
sits both on and in the subject matter of painting. The subject, as distinct from the subject matter,
is to honor the enterprise of paint and acknowledge the work as an object.

***
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MISSION III: COLOR
The use of colour in painting is almost synonymous with the purposeful use of colour in signaling
systems…colour exists on three planes, the first plane between the viewer and the canvas, the second
beyond the canvas, and between these two, somewhere where the canvas stands, the third plane exists.
Then there are certain invisible areas where the eye doesn't touch which are the areas of silence, and these
are the most elegant. The problem is not one of colour organization but of colour circuit. Where nearness
and distance are not determined by proximity. A red linked to a distant blue, ignoring the adjacent orange.
Assigning the canvas to an approximate distance from the viewer, not measurable, because tone and
colour are travelling in space.
-Gopal Chowdhury12

FIGURE 6. Gopal Chowdhury, Different Planets, 2009, acrylic, oil on
canvas, 150 x 118 cm (59 x 46.5 in.), image courtesy of the artist

12

Gopal Chowdhury, “Few Words” in Painting, a catalogue of works sent to me by the artist in 2012.
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Prior to Piano Wire, my work had ignored the function of color completely. Stumbling across the
work of Gopal Chowdhury granted me remarkable insight into the basic capacity of color in
representing space. I thought that the way I used color seemed similar to his work, but the way
that he talked about color was new to me and stimulated my curiosity.13 Developing a greater
understanding of representation changed my painting process and strengthened my sense of
illusionary space. My next mission was to develop my comprehension of color with the
expectation that it would lead me to a new leap of faith.
My adventure into color began with abstract watercolor. I knew little about the medium and even
less about abstraction. Because of my lack of experience, the marks I would make were
unpredictable and the colorful unions were moments of discovery. Improv began without
preliminary drawings and instead relied on my brush strokes as an intuitive guide. Color that I
first randomly applied across the paper then informed the marks that followed. Space started to
push and pull as warms and cools developed next to each other. Due to my approach, Improv
was a product of an organic freedom that did not exist in my previous works.

FIGURE 7. Improv, 2011, watercolor, 76.2 x 55.88 cm (30 x 22 in.), copyright of artist
13

Refer to quote on page 10.
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To test my use of color, I repainted an image from a monochromatic painting that I had finished
shortly after beginning my thesis. Using a broader range of pigments, Key Scape II harnessed my
basic understanding of color as it was evolving. The background developed through several
layered washes of warms and cools. As a result, the canvas itself feels richer. Part of the image
recedes into a depth that is achieved without the weight and coolness of the original version. The
piano’s black keys pop forward and glow with a sense of transparent mass.

FIGURE 8. Key Scape, 2011, acrylic on canvas, 40.64 x 142.24 cm (16 x 56 in.), private collection, copyright of
artist

FIGURE 9. Key Scape II (detail)
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I used interference paint to further push the function of color in Key Scape II. The colors appear
to change depending on the lighting and the viewer’s vantage point. This greatly impacts the
essence of the work as it seemingly responds to external stimuli. My use of color is largely
governed by my representational illusion, but the color’s subtlety in Key Scape II has the ability
to shift into a dominating force. Improv focuses solely on color and exhibits the by-products of
color relationships. Key Scape II moves on to really harness the power of these relationships as
they collaborate with other pictorial elements.
The mature work of Mark Rothko is arresting in the sensation afforded by his manifestation of
color. I felt that his treatment of color was similar to the way I was beginning to treat my
paintings; as an object in and of itself. The quality of color as a physical substance became the
generalized union of Rothko’s existential notions, imparting on me an urge to grasp at a sense of
my own awareness.14 The marks of his brush bestow wisdom of knowledge’s parameters. I
speculate that his forceful conditions of color are the means for what John Elderfield describes as
a “channel of communication between artist and beholder through which human emotion and
religious experience could pass. [Rothko’s] pictures are designed to provide access to hidden but
immanent truths of the universe – not merely to struggle with that transcendence.”15

14

Rothko writes: “A painting is the representation of the artist’s notion of reality in the terms of the plastic elements.
The creation of a [painting] reduces all the phenomena of the time to a unity of sensuality and thereby relates the
subjective and objective in its relevance to man.” Rothko, 25.
15
John Elderfield, “Transformations,” in Seeing Rothko, ed. Glenn Phillips, and Thomas Crow (Los Angeles: Getty
Research Institute, 2005), 101.
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FIGURE 10. Mark Rothko, No. 14, 1960, oil on canvas, 281 x 268 cm (114.5 x 105.5 in.), San
Francisco, San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, ARTstor: 22031

As I took pleasure in the struggles that developed my artistic process, Rothko’s philosophies
became an inspiration to my studio practice. Thomas Crow characterizes his process as having
“two distinct and roughly equivalent avenues – slow practical experimentation with the medium
and sustained intellectual inquiry into the history of symbols in religious art.”16 I delighted in the
slight similarities of our methods but I knew I was merely scratching at the surface.

16

Thomas Crow, “The Marginal Difference in Rothko’s Abstraction,” in Seeing Rothko, ed. Glenn Phillips, and
Thomas Crow (Los Angeles: Getty Research Institute, 2005), 31.
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MISSION IV: EXCAVATION
In this litany of ingredients is a song of portions, one that traveled with Nana from her mother and her
mother before her, and now finds me. I remember something that Nana said, many times: that recipes
don’t just make food, but teach you patience and care.
-Sadia Shepard17

FIGURE 11. Piano Project 36, 2011

I grew up learning to play piano on an instrument passed down through four family generations.
I attended lessons with a friend starting at the age of seven but I was lousy at completing piano
theory assignments and my friend had talent above my own. Ten years later, I emerged as my
17

Sadia Shepard, The Girl From Foreign (New York: The Penguin Press, 2008), 281.

15

instructor’s greatest achievement and she retired after my final recital. I never genuinely
appreciated my ability to play or the fortunate condition that enabled my practice. The family
heirloom permitted my dexterity. While it was a disgrace by concert standards, my piano’s
erroneous pitch and tattered ergonomic junctures were instrumental in fostering my skill to play.
Its ragged figure also nurtured my skill to paint as its presence accompanied me in the studio. My
piano was the companion to a lonely artist, performing alone and now painting alone. As my
creative theories continued to develop, my new mission was to investigate the interior substance
of my enduring creative muse. Curious peering under my piano’s top board would surge into
complete dismantlement.
Since the piano (as a general symbol) had provided such substance for my creative work, I
expected my piano (as a particular object) to yield the richest content. I also felt as though the
process of my piano’s dissection was equivalent to Foucault’s excavation of knowledge.18 Each
layer would reveal a deeper and more visually abstract component of the overall system that
enables a piano to function at its surface. The distinctive character of my piano’s facade equally
reigned in its internal constituents, visible in the dust, the stains, and the scars impacting its manmade structures. Unearthed from my piano’s system, each object instantaneously took on fresh,
independent potentials.

18

Foucault talks about the archeology and genealogy of texts as an excavation of knowledge. He is looking at layers
of meaning that occur and congeal over time that may have affected the surface phenomenon that we see as
artworks, as culture, as language. Through this excavation we find that the notion of artistic representation
perpetually changes, making it impossible to determine its merit. In this way, the evolution of meaning constantly
shifts. Foucault, 19-22.

16

FIGURE 12. Piano Project 47, 2011

FIGURE 13. Piano Project 112, 2011

FIGURE 14. Piano Project 91, 2011
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I used an object from my harvested piano to consider my ensuing escape from representational
illusion. Bellows advances the subject of my thesis by combining the organic freedom of Improv
with the figurative representation of Piano Wire, juxtaposed against the rigid logic of Ivory
Novel Keys.

FIGURE 15. Bellows, 2011, clay, found object, c. 30.5 x 136 cm (12 x 53.5 in.), copyright of artist, photo courtesy of
Elizabeth Lamark, ETC

The source of representation in my previous works was now the real object of my artwork,
becoming a foundation for expression similar to the function of the canvas in painting. The
visual strength of the mechanical structure is in the inherent beauty of its architecture and not in
its symbolic relationship to the piano19. The clay keys above the object impose my idea of
escaping representation while satirically informing the viewer of the object’s original function.
For the first time, my art is acting upon the actual object of inspiration, usurping it into its
creative format, instead of the other way around.

***

19

This is not to say that an intricate play on representation was not mission creep for Bellows. The abstract object
fundamentally represents the piano because it used to be one. Although the object celebrates a function now
independent of its original system, it is itself comprised of a systematic framework that reflects its origin. The object
even symbolizes my progression in painting as I successively use materials more deliberately and the piano less
literally.

18

MISSION V: DIMENSIONS
When you take information from one sphere to another, only then does it transform. It changes from
information to knowledge. I think this is why people travel.
-Rekhev Bharadwaj20

FIGURE 16. Bellows (detail), copyright of artist

The clay keys in Bellows really began as a drawing tool for painting. I built a 22-key model from
two-dimensional sketches for Impressions to study how light and shadow behaved with the
movement of the keys. The model became an inspiration for Bellows and also functioned as a
preliminary tool for future works as I developed two-dimensional and three-dimensional projects
simultaneously. I equated the boundaries between my work’s dimensions to the parameters of
cognition and happily conjectured that something transitory was occurring. My next mission was
to establish what indeed was being transferred between my two-dimensional and threedimensional work.
20

Shepard, 105.
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FIGURE 17. Impressions, 2011, glass bead, acrylic on canvas, 25.4 x 142.24 cm (10 x 56 in.), private collection,
copyright of artist

My idea for Impressions was to use two-dimensional drawing to give a three-dimensional
impression that harvested the three planes of pictorial illusion described by Chowdhury in his
artist statement.21 I also wanted to maintain Foucault’s lesson from Magritte’s The Treachery of
Images by accentuating the piece as an object and by painting the subject matter as a line
drawing. I wrapped the painted surface around the edges of the canvas as a notion for “object,”
but I countered this idea by accentuating the notion of “image” with a subtle outline around the
edges of the canvas’ surface. For me, this paradoxical play also necessitated the accuracy of the
shadows that I depicted. Unlike Piano Wire, I wanted the shadows to strictly comply with reality
to dramatically play off the notion that the keys are only painted marks. This required that I build
a model. As a result, the line drawings in Impressions are three-dimensional illusions that
simultaneously reveal their two-dimensional means. Piano keys are sketches without volume that
simultaneously demonstrate mass.

FIGURE 18. Impressions (detail)

21

Refer to quote on page 10.
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A similar illusion of paradoxical dimensions functions in Key Scape II. The illusion of the piano
is gradually challenged as the eye moves from left to right. The subtle New York City skyline
operates both as a negative shape defined by the edge of the keys and as a positive mass when
their silhouette pops forward. This idea is further complicated by the notion that the background
space appears to deepen behind the keys as the eye moves right. The protruding silhouette then
loses its mass and spatially falls behind the piano as these two perceptions fluctuate. As the
background deepens, the keys flatten into a line drawing. Interference paint changes the subtlety
of this experience by allowing natural light to hide and reveal the shadows of the piano keys that
persist as line drawings. The dimension in which the viewer stands now effects the perception of
dimension in the image.

FIGURE 19. Key Scape II, 2012, acrylic, oil on canvas, 320.04 x 91.44 cm (126 x 36 in.), copyright of artist, photo
courtesy of Elizabeth Lamark, ETC

FIGURE 20. Key Scape II (under intense light), 2012, acrylic, oil on canvas, 320.04 x 91.44 cm (126 x 36 in.),
copyright of artist

My thesis work had grown to rely on a cross-dimensional process for providing additional
channels for self-actualization. It became apparent that my three-dimensional work greatly

21

impacted my paintings as each piece of my thesis accumulated in the studio. I realized my twodimensional imagery largely conformed to the kind of reality we experience in a threedimensional world. I was also using repetitive structures similar to the piano’s construction to
lend logic and control to my paintings. Even the organic freedom of Improv was structured by a
fractal pattern of lines and shapes. Each work holds a similar rhythm in its repeating elements.
Over time, the rhythm of one piece seemed to transcend into another. My work revealed a
melding of structure and freedom as translated through knowledge and creativity, representation
and object, space and color, reality and image.

FIGURE 21. Rhythmic Proportions installation view, Bevier Gallery, 2012

***
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MISSION VI: STRUCTURE AND PROCESS
What would happen if I did not use the piano in painting? My advisors really challenged me to
reach beyond the piano and in due course, I welcomed the mission. Each leap into the unknown
had carried me to a deeper level of discovery and so far my work seemed to reflect a general
struggle to balance structure and freedom. My next mission was to jump off the structure of the
piano keys and pursue the resulting process.
Forgoing my typical painting process, I expanded into a much larger scale and shifted back into
abstraction. I had successfully worked without sketches to paint Improv, but it was intimidating
for me to wander into a 5 by 7 foot canvas without a preliminary plan. I continued to push the
influence of color and let the repetition of my previous work evolve into new organizational
principles. Muqarnas was my first work to consciously leap beyond the boundaries of the
piano’s figure.
Using a paint roller to first color the canvas, I happily discovered new results from this method
that would later assist the overall structure of the image. The small roller left distinguishable
marks that where easily avoided or blended away in my earlier, smaller works.

Gentle

transitions viewed from a distance turned into moments of textural intrigue up close. Colors
freckled into each other and elbowed against one another. To continue, I simply let the paint
guide me by harboring and linking certain marks in high contrast areas. I was essentially
allowing the paint’s texture to define the image and the paint’s color to conduct the space.

23

FIGURE 22. Muqarnas, 2011, acrylic, oil on canvas, 152.4 x 213.36 cm (60 x 84 in.), copyright of artist

FIGURE 23. Muqarnas (detail)

FIGURE 24. Muqarnas (detail)
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Next I organized the casual marks with new structural notions that I had picked up in my study
of the art of Islam. The title of Muqarnas describes an architectural device famously deployed in
Islamic architecture.22 The image is loosely based on the pattern of the main portal muqarnas of
the Shah Mosque in Isfahan, Iran. I lightly penciled the pattern over the already emerging image
as a guide to compositionally advance and unite what was already happening with color and
texture. As a result of this architectural synthesis, Muqarnas has a tactile structure that evokes
the eroded qualities of aged Islamic mosques, such as the Blue Mosque of Tabriz (built in 1465)
or the Mausoleum of Uljaytu in Sultaniyah (built in 1314).

FIGURE 25. Shah Mosque, 1638, Isfahan, Iran,
ARTstor: BB-3272

FIGURE 26. Main portal muqarnas hood, Shah Mosque,
1638, Isfahan, Iran, ARTstor: BB-3281

By fostering the effects of my mark-making, Muqarnas retains moments of intimacy similar to
the “discreet display of process” in Rothko’s large-scale works.23 Thomas Crow explains the
significance of Rothko’s brush marks in his painting No. 14 (see FIGURE 11):
“Spilling down the deep-blue cloud at the bottom is a constellation of tiny,
spattered spots of the orange pigment above. The discovery of these celestial
sparks lends not only another kind of illusory depth to the field behind them but
also a further meaning to the orange cloud above, now taken to be an entity
composed of some infinite density of these minuscule elements.”24
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Barbara Brend writes: “Muqarnas is often found in the zone of transition of a domed building, and may derive
from the subdivision and reduplication of the squinch; it often achieves an immense complexity which resembles a
crystalline structure. Whether a given example is useful structurally or simply decorative is not always easily
determined.” In Islamic Art (Singapore: British Museum Press, 1996), 54.
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Thomas Crow writes that there is an “interplay between imposing scale and the fine detail out of which his
grandest effects had to be built – and this plays itself out in Rothko’s delicate points of transition and modulation,
his characteristic distinctions at the margins.” Crow, 30.
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Ibid. 30.
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Such revelations are only unlocked within a close viewing range, requiring No. 14 to evoke the
viewer to come close in spite of its overwhelming scale. Rothko even considered the
environment in which his works where exhibited in ways that would promote the intimacy he
was after.25 Muqarnas developed as I aspired to Rothko’s intimacy. I devoted meticulous effort
to harvest inadvertent paint marks into a composition with systemic economy. Delicate details
risk oversight if the viewer engages my work from a distance. However, I think the tactile
illusion of structure in Muqarnas works in favor of a close viewing standpoint because it elicits
the viewer to touch it.
The notion of intimacy deepens when considering the unknowns of my experimental methods
and my intimidations related to scale. While Rothko was calculated in his display of process, I
was spontaneously working to preserve mine, and in the face of painting without a plan, I still
pursued a rather large-scale, risking a rather large-fail. As a result, the space in Muqarnas
becomes both finite and infinite as it simultaneously releases areas of structure and retains areas
of fragmentation.

***
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This meant hanging the paintings just above the floor and close together and sometimes included lighting
alterations and painting the gallery walls a certain color. Elderfield, 104-5.
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MISSION VII: PROCESS AND FREEDOM
To paint a small picture is to place yourself outside your experience, to look upon an experience as a
stereopticon view or with a reducing glass. However you paint the larger picture, you are in it. It isn’t
something you command.
–Mark Rothko26

FIGURE 27. Diana Al-Hadid, Portal to a Black
Hole (detail), ARTstor: Larry Qualls Archive

FIGURE 28. Diana Al-Hadid, Portal to a Black Hole, 2007,
mixed media, c. 304.8 x 398.8 x 426.72 cm (120 x 156 x
168 in.), ARTstor: Larry Qualls Archive

My thesis journey is not unparalleled. The work of Diana Al-Hadid similarly hosts a community
of diverse and complex notions that advance from her evolution of process. My interest in the
piano first drew me to her works created throughout 2007 where she incorporated organ pipes
into the organizational principles of several pieces. I was struck by the way she balanced massive
architecture and exquisite detail. Later on, I found relief in her ability to articulate what I seemed
to be experiencing throughout my own thesis work. She describes her starting points in an
interview:
26

Crow, 25.
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“The starting points for my work vary from piece to piece. Sometimes it’s a small
fact I have learned by accident or by research. Sometimes I start by trying to
address something I noticed I have been avoiding, like filling a gap or a blind-spot
of sorts. Generally, I will have learned something (an experiment with a material
for example) from the previous piece that becomes the catalyst for the following
work.”27
Working this way not only leads to new ideas but it also sparks an evolution of process. AlHadid now describes her 2007 works as a “prescription” to narrative, and she has since moved
her creative process away from such parameters.28 My thesis work echoes a similar evolution in
the way that I manage preliminary concepts, painting techniques, and creative process. My next
mission was to simply respond to the new architectural lead of Muqarnas.
I built a canvas for Creationism to match the format of Muqarnas and began by treating the
surface with the same paint roller technique. I chose to tone down the colors for this initial stage
in order to push my use of color as I developed the image. In Muqarnas, I had etched the image’s
structure into the layered color. I therefore wanted to use layered color to build up the structure
in Creationism. This forced me to experiment with pigment combinations on the palette and use
more deliberate color techniques, such as glazing, to create space. As a result, I found myself
using color to both etch and build.
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Samuel Jablon, “Diana Al-Hadid,” BOMBLOG, June 27, 2011, accessed December 4, 2011,
http://www.dianaalhadid.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/02/bomblog.pdf.
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Peter Simek, “Interview: Diana Al-Hadid at the Nasher Sculpture Center,” FrontRow, November 17, 2011,
accessed April 15, 2012, http://www.dianaalhadid.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/02/Nasher_FrontRow.pdf.
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FIGURE 29. Creationism, 2012, acrylic, oil on canvas, 152.4 x 213.36 cm (60 x 84 in.), copyright of artist

Building the image up consequently had me thinking more about pictorial space. My work has a
tendency to focus in on the subject matter so I wished to open up the image. Examining the
atmospheric landscapes of J. M. W. Turner encouraged me to reach for a deep, expansive space.
I approached this notion in Creationism by painting the illusion to appear as if it where forcibly
penetrating itself, moving beyond the surface of the canvas. Although I did not achieve the
sweeping extent of Turner’s perspective, I think that the overall composition of Creationism
speaks to that potential. The breadth of space arbitrarily changes as it coincides with the
structure’s sensation of flux.
Dimension is further complicated by spatial contradictions in the overlapping surfaces, the
placements of detail, and the orientation of shadows. Using the eye to trace the patterns of M. C.
Escher’s work reveal anomalies that gradually shift into a new norm. Following the overlapping
elements of Creationism similarly reveals a pervasive refusal to conform to the expectations of
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our three-dimensional reality. Instead the structure seems to reform itself through its logical
organization as the image grows.

FIGURE 30. Creationism (detail)

FIGURE 31. Creationism (detail)

In honor of each leap of faith I have taken, Creationism is perhaps a new creation not quite
sorted out yet, or the ruins of an old creation succumbing to a novel, organic authority.
Octagrams rendered from architectural references coalesce amidst biomorphic shapes. The manmade forms are either dissolved by natural overgrowth or have yet to complete formation. They
are a compromise of cognition and mystery. Creationism is a representation of the entire process
of my thesis work.

***
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MISSION VIII: BEGINNING AGAIN
It is after all so easy to shatter a story. To break a chain of thought. To ruin a fragment of a dream being
carried around carefully like a piece of porcelain. To let it be, to travel with it, is much the harder thing to
do.
-Arundhati Roy29

FIGURE 32. 88 Providence, 2012, wood, gold leaf, copper leaf, found objects, c. 152.4 x 152.4 x 60.96 cm (60 x 60
x 24 in.), copyright of artist, photo courtesy of Elizabeth Lamark, ETC

My entire process in abstract painting was accompanied by the loving development of 88
Providence: the embodiment of Foucault’s excavation of ideas. I admired the keys from my
disassembled piano not only as a powerful symbol for my thesis, but also as the original source
for my creative journey. 88 Providence seeks to appreciate the object for its inspiration and for
its basis in understanding the work that I was accomplishing. It was also important to me to
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Arundhati Roy, The God of Small Things (New York: HarporPerennial, 1998), 181.
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elevate the object in itself. In order to harvest the keys’ utmost potential, I felt that only the most
impossible mission would be fitting for such an artifact. Structurally, the piano had given an
architectural framework for my paintings to reference and grow from. In return, I attempted to
turn this framework inside out by referencing the two-dimensional modes of my painting in a
three-dimensional work using my piano’s keys.
Line transpires as an integral component of my paintings and played a conscious role in 88
Providence. I used gold leaf to cover the sides of each key with the idea that, once put together,
reflective light would be trapped by the keys’ proximity, creating a line that traced the edges of
the infrastructure. I also built a frame for the piece that strongly reminds the viewer of twodimensional work and equally suggests where my paintings come from. The frame is suspended
from above by four piano wires attached to each corner of the front of the frame. Two small
piano wires suspend the frame from its top corners and two large piano wires pull the bottom
corners of the frame forward. This orientation tilts the top of the frame back in order to observe
the depth of the objects inside. The smaller wires hang farthest from the viewer as a deliberate
reference to two-dimensional modes of depth perception. Objects that are farther away are
depicted smaller.
While taking on this challenge, I also wished to maintain the characteristics of my particular
piano’s existence. I wanted to let each generation that had lived with my piano contribute to the
aesthetic, so I embellished the key’s individual stains with copper leaf. My generation alone
could not possibly be accountable for every stain! Despite their damaged ivories and blatant
blemishes, they are arranged within the frame with flagrant animation, flashing their golden
lining to those who take their time with them. To me, they resemble hard workers. Even now, as
their new function invites the keys to forever rest as “image,” they are trying as hard as they can
to be much more than their uselessness as a piano suggest and much more than their majesty as
framed art advocates.
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FIGURE 33. 88 Providence (detail), copyright of artist

88 Providence readily reminds the viewer of how very precisely structured an instrument is in
order for it to function. Just as the function of my painting had evolved throughout my thesis,
over time, the function of my piano had shifted. The time taken for this shift to occur is evident
in the individuality of my piano. Its marks of age are testament to the imprecise things that
naturally begin to happen to structures and creative process. These things are not a part of the
manufacturing process but a part of a more wholesome process, such as time. The essence of this
natural process exists both collectively and individually in my thesis work, but my understanding
of this became available to me only after accentuating the stains of the keys.
A fusion of time and process had manifested as an integral part of different themes throughout
my thesis work. This was especially true for the physical objects that I had incorporated into my
work. I was careful to preserve the dust of time that soiled each object excavated from my piano.
Coming from the same place, the object in Bellows endured the same exact time that I had
glorified with copper leaf in 88 Providence. The character of time in Bellows becomes explicit in
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my juxtaposition of objects. The stark white and unblemished clay objects play off the dust and
discoloration of the manufactured object.
A fusion of time and process was also true for certain objects that my work would reference. The
pattern for Creationism is inspired by the muqarnas vault of the dome in front of the mihrab of
the Tinmal Mosque in Morocco. Built in 1154, the man-made structure lay in the ruins of time.
While the objects represented in Ivory Novel Keys function as symbols in my painting, their
function in reality also implies time. Time is indicated in the process of knowledge, just as a
book requires time to read and music requires time to transpire.

FIGURE 34. Interior of the Mosque of Tinmal, Tinmal, Morocco, c.
1154, ARTstor: BB-0402

FIGURE 35. Muqarnas vault of the Mosque
of Tinmal, Tinmal, Morocco, c. 1154,
ARTstor: BB-0405

This notion literally fuses as my painting process takes considerable time, but it is also
figuratively revealed in the images that I create. The color of Creationism lends to a sense of
growth, creating a natural synthesis that allows an element of time to escape. The fractal
architecture of Muqarnas suggests time’s imposing force. The surface texture of my painting
seems to stop time in Piano Wire, and it seems to be evidence of time in Impressions.

My thesis is a story that comes full circle. Coming back to the piano helped me to appreciate my
time spent on this journey as an important factor in understanding my work’s overall
progression. Most of my work’s notions are available to me only after I have completed them
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and tend to shift over time. For this reason, my thesis is often difficult for me to talk about.
However, each work is a leap into the unknown, with the objective to be able to begin again.

FIGURE 36. Rhythmic Proportions installation view, Bevier Gallery, 2012

FIGURE 37. Rhythmic Proportions installation view, Bevier Gallery, 2012
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CONCLUSION
The unexamined life is not worth living.
-Socrates30

Traveling into the unknown invites the charm of complications. I have already detailed the
conceptual difficulties that I encountered in my thesis’ process. I also encountered physical
problems while installing 88 Providence for my thesis exhibition. I had to change the anchoring
system that I used to support the keys and alter the way in which the frame was suspended. As a
result of these changes, the overall aesthetic of the piece suffered while certain conceptual
notions where lost. The piano wire intended to tilt the frame was appropriated instead to add
support to the key’s altered anchoring system. Consequently, the meaning of the piano wire
changed. The keys no longer appeared to float as “image” and the frame no longer acknowledged
the depth of the object. Despite my frustration, having to adjust to the realities of the gallery
made my learning process through 88 Providence more effective. The forfeited notions where
subtle and probably would not have translated to the viewer anyway. More importantly, it did not
matter how many tricks I could pull in the two-dimensional realms of image; my reality trumped
my illusion. However, the power of 88 Providence as a work of art was not lost. It simply
shifted, just as my creative process had over time.
Traveling into the unknown also invites the delight of conversation. I thrive off creative research
and philosophical debate but I pick up the juiciest nuggets from my dialogue with people. There
is a special acuity in the conversation with those who are not educated in art or with people on
the brink of realizing their own interest in aesthetics. Talking about art with uninterested
individuals holds just as many rewards. Of course, what the academic and creative community
offers in conversation is untold. Rochester Institute of Technology’s studio residents have been
crucial to the positive progression of my work. I am indebted to my peers and instructors for
troubleshooting and for supplying me with innovation, critical feedback, quality laughter, and
empathy. The creative community of Rochester, New York has also been an indispensable
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resource for critical feedback, insightful intellect, and for establishing a firm understanding in me
of what is expected of me as an artist. The greatest honor is to share the gifts that are shared with
me, through conversation and creativity.
I am certain that my greatest personal achievement is my growing emphasis on community
participation. Today the world is a smaller place that allows creative culture to connect across the
entire world. The biggest influence on my work came to me by chance, all the way from Calcutta,
India. Gopal Chowdhury had a staggering effect on my thesis process by sparking my interest in
color. Looking at his work also energized me to push harder with my notions of illusion. It was
important to me that he knew the extent of his influence and the scale of my appreciation. I kept
him updated with the progression of my thesis as a way to develop a channel for communication
and our correspondence eventually led to an interview. I sent my questions with an envoy to
India, who conducted the interview for me over the phone in Hindi. Chowdhury described how
he achieved his textural backgrounds and discussed his tools and mediums. He also shared his
influences and advice and talked about a painting that he had started that was influenced by my
work. This was the most exciting time of my entire thesis and I strongly encourage others to
participate in such dialogue.
Rhythmic Proportions showed that my escape from the piano was achieved no more so than
Rothko’s escape from the figure. The piano functioned throughout my work as a logical structure
in collaboration with organic freedom. Even through the absence of such explicit reference, the
collaboration remains in my abstract works. I will continue to travel where my abstraction takes
me and I look forward to leaping into the unknowns of time. Just the same, there will always be
the possibility of another level. The joy of getting to each point is truly in knowing that there is
another dimension out there.

***
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